Let’s make Peppa Pig and Father Christmas finger puppets!

1. With the help of a grown-up, print out your pattern sheet, then trace and cut out the felt pieces. Using your sparkly card, make Peppa’s wand!

2. Arrange the pieces together as above. Ask a grown-up to help stick or sew the pieces together. Make sure you leave a gap for a finger at the bottom of each puppet!

3. Add the details on with felt-tip pens!

Using the above method, try making Freddy Fox and Gerald Giraffe!

You will need: Pink, red, yellow, white and black felt fabric, pink and yellow sparkly card, felt-tip pens, fabric glue, needle and thread, scissors and a grown-up to help you!
Can you spot the difference?

Color in a star for every difference you find!
You will need: Pink, red, yellow, white and black felt fabric, pink and yellow sparkly card, felt-tip pens, fabric glue, needle and thread, scissors and a grown-up to help you!

Ask a grown-up to print out this page in black and white. Now follow the finger puppet instructions!
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